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Abstract

One of the most critical issues when deploying wireless sensor networks for long-term
structural health monitoring (SHM) is the correct and reliable operation of sensors. Sensor
faults may reduce the quality of monitoring and, if remaining undetected, might cause
significant economic loss due to inaccurate or missing sensor data required for structural
assessment and life-cycle management of the monitored structure. This paper presents a
fully decentralized approach towards autonomous sensor fault detection and isolation in
wireless SHM systems. Instead of physically installing multiple redundant sensors in the
monitored structure (“physical redundancy”), which would involve substantial penalties in
cost and maintainability, the information inherent in the SHM system is used for fault
detection and isolation (“analytical redundancy”). Unlike traditional centralized
approaches, the analytical redundancy approach is implemented distributively: Partial
models of the wireless SHM system, implemented in terms of artificial neural networks in
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an object-oriented fashion, are embedded into the wireless sensor nodes deployed for
monitoring. In this paper, the design and the prototype implementation of a wireless SHM
system capable of autonomously detecting and isolating various types of sensor faults are
shown. In laboratory experiments, the prototype SHM system is validated by injecting
faults into the wireless sensor nodes while being deployed on a test structure. The paper
concludes with a discussion of the results and an outlook on possible future research
directions.
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1. Introduction

The continuing progress in structural health monitoring (SHM) and wireless sensing
technologies has led to prolonged periods of time wireless SHM systems are able to operate
autonomously [1-3]. As a consequence, wireless SHM systems, if permanently installed on
large-scale engineering structures such as bridges, dams, towers or wind turbines, require
sensors operating correctly and precisely over long periods of time. However, when being
deployed over extended time periods, sensors are increasingly exposed to harsh
environmental conditions as well as ageing and degradation that may cause less accurate
sensor data or even sensor faults. It is evident that wireless SHM systems deployed for
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long-term structural health monitoring require continuous performance monitoring and
calibration of the sensors. Monitoring and calibration, in common practice scheduled on a
periodic basis, are typically conducted manually within maintenance trips to remote
monitoring sites, which are time-consuming and costly. Due to a lack of knowledge about
actual sensor conditions, the sensors deployed in wireless SHM systems are usually
maintained and calibrated regardless of their performance, which causes causing further
maintenance costs and a decreased monitoring quality because of unnecessary and
inaccurate sensor calibrations and undetected sensor faults.

To ensure a high quality of monitoring and to reduce maintenance costs, it is essential to
continuously monitor the quality of sensor data and to automatically detect and isolate
sensor faults. Although much progress has been made in developing intelligent SHM
systems [4-11], undetected faults in SHM systems still remain an open problem posing
substantial challenges in SHM research [12]. Faults in wireless SHM systems can have
several reasons, for example malfunctioning hardware, bugs in the software embedded into
the wireless sensor nodes, harsh weather conditions, or environmental hazards. While some
faults in wireless SHM systems might be easy to detect – for example if sensor data is
missing – other faults might be more subtle, e.g. if caused by small sensor drifts. In general,
a fault can be defined as a defect that leads to an error, and an error corresponds to an
incorrect system state that may result in a failure [13]. A sensor fault, if not being detected
and isolated, can propagate throughout the entire SHM system causing severe failures that
may degrade the overall system performance or even cause a total system malfunction [14,
15]. Sensor failures, in general, can be categorized into hard and soft failures [16]. Hard
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failures are, for example, large bias failures that occur instantaneously, and soft failures are
small biases or drifts that accumulate relatively slowly over time.

Fault diagnosis, according to [17], can be described as a process that includes (i) fault
detection, (ii) fault isolation, (iii) fault identification, and (iv) fault accommodation. It
should be noted that unstructured uncertainties, process noise, and measurement noise is
usually outside the scope of fault diagnosis. The purpose of this paper focuses on the area
of fault detection and isolation (FDI). The concept of FDI has widely been studied in
computer science for several years [18-20], and numerous approaches towards FDI have
been proposed including, e.g., model-based approaches, knowledge-based approaches, or a
combination of both [17, 21-26]. More recently, FDI concepts have also been successfully
implemented in a number of engineering disciplines, such as aerospace engineering,
mechanical engineering and electrical engineering, to improve the availability and
reliability of distributed engineering systems [27-29]. However, the investigation of fault
detection and isolation in wireless SHM systems has received little attention.

This paper presents a decentralized approach towards fault detection and isolation in
wireless SHM systems. Implementing the analytical redundancy approach, neural networks
are embedded into the wireless sensor nodes installed in the monitored structure enabling
each sensor node autonomously detecting and isolating sensor faults in real time. The paper
is organized as follows. First, background information on FDI concepts is given. Then, the
design and prototype implementation of a wireless SHM system capable of fault detection
and isolation, with strong emphasis on the embedded neural network approach, is
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described. Next, laboratory experiments are presented that are devised to validate the
performance of the wireless SHM system. For the laboratory experiments, the prototype
SHM system is installed on a test structure, and sensor data obtained during normal (i.e.
non-faulty) system operation is used to train the fault diagnosis capabilities of the SHM
system. Thereupon, faults are injected into the wireless sensor nodes to validate the
system’s capabilities to autonomously detect and isolate sensor faults. The paper concludes
with a discussion of the results and an outlook on possible future research directions.

2. Fault detection and isolation based on analytical redundancy

Traditionally, a key technique towards fault detection and isolation in distributed systems is
the multiplication, i.e. the redundant installation of hardware components such as sensors,
data acquisition units or computers (“physical redundancy”). For example, for measuring
one single parameter of interest, multiple sensors are physically deployed. To make a
decision whether one of the observed sensors is faulty, the outputs of the redundant sensors
are compared using decision rules that are commonly based on simple majority voting
logics [30]. However, physical redundancy involves substantial penalties in cost and
maintainability because multiple hardware components must be installed in the monitored
structure. Moreover, voting assumes independent faults, and sensors operating in the same
environment can hardly be considered independent. Overcoming these problems, the
concept of “analytical redundancy” has emerged, fostered by the rapid advancements in
computer science and information technology [17].
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Instead of physically installing multiple sensors for measuring one single parameter,
analytical redundancy takes advantage of the redundant information inherent in the
observed SHM system and utilizes the coherences and relationships between the sensors
regularly installed [25]. Analytical redundancy, when applied for fault detection and
isolation in wireless SHM systems, has tremendous potential to reduce system costs and
power consumption of wireless sensor nodes while substantially increasing availability,
reliability, safety and maintainability of the SHM system. For each observed sensor, virtual
sensor outputs representing non-faulty operation are predicted based on measured outputs
of correlated sensors and on a priori knowledge about the system. Comparing actual and
virtual sensor outputs, residuals are generated for each sensor. The residuals, reflecting
inconsistencies between the actual sensor behavior and the model-based, virtual sensor
behavior, serve as the basis for decision making with respect to potential sensor faults.

As opposed to physical redundancy, which often uses simple voting logics to determine
faulty sensors, analytical redundancy employs mathematical models of the observed
decentralized (SHM) system for mapping the inherent redundancy contained in the system.
The mathematical models used to generate the diagnostic residuals between actual and
virtual sensor outputs can be either first-principle models derived analytically or black box
models obtained empirically. To estimate the virtual sensor outputs as precisely as possible
and to correctly interpret the residuals between actual and virtual sensor outputs, analytical
redundancy, compared to physical redundancy, requires more sophisticated information
processing techniques. For estimating virtual sensor outputs and for generating the
residuals, several techniques have been proposed in related disciplines. Widely used and
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well accepted approaches include, e.g., estimation filters [31, 32], band-limiting filters [33]
as well as innovation testing based on Kalman filters [34], threshold logic [35], and
generalized likelihood ratio testing [36]. Among the most efficient approaches for
estimating virtual sensor outputs is the application of artificial neural networks, because
neural networks are capable to accurately model non-linear and dynamic decentralized
systems (such as wireless SHM systems) without the need for first-principle models or a
priori knowledge about the complex internal structures of the system observed [37].

Neural networks, consisting of a set of processing units (neurons) and weighted
connections between the units, have the ability (i) to find patterns and associations between
given input and output values of the network and (ii) to estimate output values based on
given input values – even if the input is inaccurate, noisy, or incomplete. During a training
phase, a neural network learns from existing relationships, i.e. from given pairs of input and
output values, resulting in a non-linear black box model that is applied in a subsequent
runtime phase. In the runtime phase, new input values are presented to the neural network,
which estimates the corresponding output values by adapting itself to the new inputs. For
fault detection and isolation in wireless SHM systems, these distinct strengths of neural
networks can advantageously be used to estimate virtual outputs of a sensor based on actual
outputs recorded by correlated sensors presented to the neural network as inputs, which
results in a precise and robust residual generation [38].

The characteristics of neural networks, particularly the approximation and adaptation
capabilities, have led to a plenitude of neural networks applications deployed to achieve
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analytical redundancy in various types of engineering systems. Examples include fault
detection in wind turbine structures [39], aircraft engines [40], fossil-fuel power plants [38],
flight control systems [41], unmanned airborne vehicles [42], and robotic systems [43].
However, most of the existing studies tackle the problem of fault detection and isolation
with centralized approaches, in which sensor data originating from different sources is first
transferred into a centralized repository and then analyzed with respect to anomalies or
inconsistencies that might indicate sensor faults. Unfortunately, these centralized
approaches bring up further technical issues because of the extensive global communication
required and the large amounts of sensor data to be transmitted.

3. Implementation of fault detection and isolation into a wireless SHM system

Unlike traditional centralized approaches as described above, the research presented in this
paper pursues a full decentralization to achieve reliable, robust and resource-efficient fault
detection and isolation in wireless SHM systems. For that purpose, artificial neural
networks are embedded into the wireless sensor nodes of the wireless SHM system.
Hosting only a few neurons and communicating only with its local neighbors, each wireless
sensor node is capable of autonomously detecting and isolating faults of its sensors based
on real-time information received from neighboring sensor nodes, while efficiently using
the limited computing resources.

The architecture of the prototype wireless SHM system is shown in Figure 1. Sensors are
installed in the monitored structure to continuously measure structural and environmental
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parameters such as acceleration and temperature data. Each sensor is connected to a
wireless sensor node designed to autonomously collect data from the sensors, to locally
aggregate the sensor data and – in order to assemble a global picture about the structural
condition – to communicate with other sensor nodes and with an Internet-enabled local
computer placed near the structure. The local computer is primarily deployed to process
and to store the sensor data and to enable further (remote) data processing. In case of
potential structural anomalies detected from the sensor data, alerts are autonomously
generated by the local computer and sent to the human individuals involved.

For collecting, analyzing and communicating the sensor data, modular Java-based software
programs, referred to as “SHM modules”, are embedded into the wireless sensor nodes. In
addition to the SHM modules, further software programs, labeled “FDI modules”, are
embedded into the wireless sensor nodes for autonomous detection and isolation of sensor
faults. In the following subsections, after a general description of the sensor node hardware,
the design and the implementation of the FDI modules are presented in detail. For details
on the SHM modules, the interested reader is referred to [44-46].
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Figgure 1. Overviiew of the wireless SHM syystem.

For the prototyype implem
mentation oof the wireeless SHM
M system, JJava-based Oracle
SPOT sensinng units aree deployed [47, 48]. A
As opposedd to commoon wireless sensor
SunS
nodess that are uusually impplemented iin low-leveel native lannguages suuch as C/C+
++ and
assem
mbly languaage, the sennsing units deployed inn this studyy comprise of a fully capable
c
Java ME virtuall machine (Connected Limited Deevice Configuration) [449]; the “Sqquawk”
virtuaal machine ensures a lightweighht executioon of embeedded appliications prooviding
severral features relevant tto FDI, suuch as garbbage collecttion, threadd schedulinng, and
interrrupt handlinng [50]. Fuurthermore, whereas m
most Java vvirtual machhines run a single
application, the Squawk virrtual machinne can run m
multiple inddependent aapplications on one
J
objectt being
singlee wireless sensor nodde. Each aapplication is represennted as a Java
comppletely isolaated from alll other appliications [511], which maakes Squaw
wk a powerfu
ful basis
for thhe prototypee implementtation of thee FDI modules embeddeed into wireeless sensor nodes.
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The computational core of the sensing units is an Atmel AT91RM9200 incorporating a 32bit processor with 16 kB instruction and 16 kB data cache executing at 180 MHz maximum
internal clock speed [52]. Included are several peripheral interface units such as USB port,
programmable I/O controller, I2C bus, etc. Memory of the sensing units is a Spansion
S71PL032J40 with 4 MB flash memory and 512 kB RAM. For wireless communication, an
integrated radio transceiver, the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant Texas Instruments (Chipcon)
CC2420 single-chip transceiver is deployed, operating on the 2.4 GHz unregulated
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. Power supply is provided by an internal,
rechargeable lithium-ion battery (3.7 V, 720 mAh). Each sensor node, besides a number of
analog inputs and sensors, comprises of an integrated temperature sensor and a three-axis
linear

accelerometer.

The

accelerometer,

type

LIS3L02AQ

manufactured

by

STMicroelectronics, measures a bandwidth of 4.0 kHz in x- and y-axis and 2.5 kHz in zaxis over a scale of ± 6 g [53].

3.1 FDI module design

The FDI modules embedded into the wireless sensor nodes integrate two interconnected
sub-modules. As illustrated in Figure 2, each FDI module includes

(i) a mathematical model of the SHM system for computing virtual outputs of the
observed sensor and
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(ii) a decision logic for the comparison of actual and virtual sensor outputs required
for decision making with respect to faulty or non-faulty sensors.

To illustrate the conceptual design of the FDI modules, a typical SHM system is considered
in Figure 2. The dynamic system, which can be a complete SHM system or a distinct set of
sensors being observed, has an input vector x and an output vector z. For a realistic system
representation it is important to model all effects that can affect the system, such as sensor
faults, modeling errors as well as system and measurement noise. These effects are
included in the fault vector f, which is in the fault-free case f = 0 and f ≠ 0 in a faulty case.
Further effects that are relevant to fault detection and isolation are summarized in the vector
of unknown inputs d. The mathematical system model is implemented based on artificial
neural networks that allow modeling non-linear systems and estimating virtual sensor
outputs without detailed knowledge about the complex internal structures of the observed
SHM system. The system model, using the actual system inputs x, estimates the virtual
system outputs ẑ representing the outputs of the system in non-faulty operation. The
residuals r between actual system outputs z and virtual system outputs ẑ are evaluated
through the decision logic.
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Figure 2. Conceptual sttructure of thee embedded FD
DI modules.

3.2 P
Prototype im
mplementattion of the ssystem mod
del and thee decision loogic

The F
FDI modules embeddeed into the wireless seensor nodess are organiized in a sooftware
packaage named “fdi_modulle”, which systematicaally groups all elementts relevant tto fault
detecction and isoolation. Figgure 3 show
ws an abbrevviated classs diagram illlustrating thhe core
classees of the ““fdi_modulee” package.. The softw
ware packagge shown provides
p
a general
frameework for cconstructing different tyypes of neurral networkks with varyying topologgies and
param
meters, i.e. with differrent numberrs of layerss, neurons aand connecctions betweeen the
neuroons as well as
a several liinear and noon-linear acttivation functions for eaach neuron.

As shhown in Figgure 3, the ““fdi_modulee” package includes thhe classes “S
SystemModdel” and
“DeccisionLogic”” that proovide the main funcctionalities of the F
FDI modulee. The
“SysttemModel” class is dessigned to esttimate virtuual sensor ouutputs basedd on actual outputs
of coorrelated sennsors. For rrecording rreal-time sennsor data, tthe “System
mModel” class has
accesss to the sennsor node reesources, suuch as the innternal accellerometer annd the tempperature
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sensor. The “DecisionLogic” class includes methods and attributes for evaluating the
diagnostic residuals, and it is capable to communicate the evaluation results by accessing
the wireless transceiver of a wireless sensor node. Using adaptive thresholds, the decision
logic supports the real-time detection of hard sensor failures, e.g. large biases, as well as
soft sensor failures, such as drifts that increase relatively slowly with time. As shown in
Figure 3, further classes are implemented to ensure a reliable fault detection and isolation.
The “NeuralNetwork” class provides the generic structure and functionalities required to
run specific instances of a neural network on a wireless sensor node. A neural network
consists of a set of neurons (class “Neuron”), where each neuron j can have i = 1…n inputs
xi and one output zj. The neurons are arranged in layers (class “Layer”) being connected
with neurons of other layers through weighted connections (class “Connection”), where



neurons of an input layer receive sensor data from outside the neural network,



neurons of hidden layers, being connected with input and output layers, are
responsible for the actual processing within the neural network, and



neurons of an output layer send the estimated virtual sensor outputs out of the
network to the decision logic for evaluation.
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F
Figure 3. Abbreviated UML class diagram
m illustrating thhe core classess of the embeddded FDI moddule.

Furthhermore, eacch neuron iss provided w
with an inpuut function (class
(
“InputFunction”)) and an
activaation function (class “A
ActivationFuunction”). T
The input fuunction of a neuron j coombines
i = 1…
…n input vvalues xi prroducing a single value yj that reepresents thhe net inputt of the
neuroon. The inpuut function iimplementeed in this stuudy is given by Eq. (1):

n

y j   wij xi  b j ,

(1)

i 1

wherre xi are the net inputs, wij are the w
weights of thhe connectioons from noode i to nodde j, and
with node jj. Applyingg the activaation functioon, each neeuron j
bj is the bias aassociated w
transfforms its neet input into an activaation value zj that definnes the nodde’s output. In this
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study, a variety of linear and non-linear activation functions is implemented, based, e.g. on
the identity function zj = yj, on linear functions zj = cyj, where c is a constant, and on
sigmoid functions, as denoted in Eq. (2), including logistic and hyperbolic tangent
functions.

zj 

1
1 e

yj

(2)

Finally, learning rules are implemented in the FDI module (class “LearningRule”) to train a
neural network by providing it with sensor data obtained during normal operation of the
wireless SHM system. The data sets used for training contain the desired network outputs
(i.e. measurements recorded by the observed sensor) and given network inputs (i.e.
measurements recorded by correlated sensors). The residuals between desired network
outputs and the estimated network outputs are used by the learning algorithm to adjust the
weights of the connections in the neural network in order to achieve optimum network
outputs. For the adjustments, i.e. to train the network, the backpropagation algorithm [54] –
one of the most studied supervised learning methods for neural networks training [55] – is
prototypically embedded into each wireless sensor node (class “Backpropagation”),
calculating the (k+1)-th adjustment of the connection weight wij following Eq. 3:

wij ( k  1)  

E
 wij ( k ) ,
wij
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(3)

where E is the network error that is determined by the neural network output, η is the
learning rate that defines to what extend the weights will change in one iteration within the
training phase, and α is the momentum rate that allows the attenuation of oscillations when
adjusting the weights [55, 56]. The objective function (or cost function) defined to measure
the network performance is implemented using the sum of squares error function
representing the total network error. Thus, the total network error is defined as the mean
squared error:

MSE 

1
PJ

P

J

 (t
p 1 j 1

pj

 z pj ) 2 ,

(4)

where t and z are, respectively, the desired (target) output and the estimated output of the jth neuron in the p-th iteration, and P and J denote the total number of training sets and
output nodes. To minimize the total network error, the embedded backpropagation
algorithm performs gradient descent to adjust the network weights wij (Eq. 3).

3.3 Neural network architecture

The mathematical model of the SHM system introduced in Figure 2 is divided into partial
system models, each of which embedded into one wireless sensor node. The partial system
models implemented herein are, in general, based on multi-layer backpropagation
feedforward neural networks, which have proven their effectiveness in parameter
estimation problems in a number of engineering applications [57-59]. Before porting
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specific neural network instances on the wireless sensor nodes, the optimum network
topology and the network parameters are determined on a desktop PC using training data
recorded in preliminary laboratory tests. In general, the dataflow from neurons of the input
layer to neurons of the output layer is strictly feedforward, i.e. outputs to neurons of the
same layer as well as outputs to neurons of a previous layer, as in recurrent neural
networks, are not permitted. While the input function of a neuron is a priori given by Eq.
(1), the hyperbolic tangent function is chosen, as a result of computational steering, as an
appropriate sigmoid activation function for transforming the net input yj into a node’s
output zj:

zj  1

2
e

2yj

1

.

(5)

The hyperbolic tangent activation function is chosen because it leads to faster convergence
of the learning algorithms than other non-linear functions, as corroborated in previous
studies [64]. It is worth mentioning that for embedding the hyperbolic tangent function into
the resource-limited wireless sensor nodes, helper routines are implemented because the
software of the wireless sensor nodes, as described earlier, is based on the Connected
Limited Device Configuration (CLDC), which does not support resource-intensive
mathematical functions.

With respect to the network topology, the number of neurons on the input layer and the
number of neurons on the output layer are predetermined by the sensors of the wireless
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SHM system. More specifically, the output layer contains the estimated outputs of an
observed sensor, and the input layer corresponds to the correlated sensors. By contrast, the
optimum numbers of hidden layers and the optimum number of neurons per hidden layer
(hidden neurons) are to be determined. Although it has been more than two decades since
neural networks have been first introduced for processing sensor data [60], there still exists
no generally accepted method to determine the optimum numbers of hidden layers and
hidden neurons [61]. However, it has been shown that one hidden layer with 2n+1 nodes,
where n is the number of input nodes, is sufficient to approximate any non-linear function if
relatively complex activation functions and/or relatively high numbers of neurons are used
[62]. On the other hand, if using activation functions of reduced complexity, such as regular
sigmoid functions, and a small number of neurons, it has been suggested that two hidden
layers are preferably to be implemented [63].

Using the network error MSE as a performance measure, the optimum number of hidden
layers and the optimum number of hidden neurons are determined in this study based on a
heuristic search followed by trial and error. It is observed that the network error decreases
with the number of hidden neurons, but too many hidden neurons cause overfitting
problems, such that the neural network memorizes the training data instead of generalizing
when new data sets are presented entailing a poor predictive performance of the neural
network. Also, increasing the number of hidden layers and hidden neurons reduces the
computational efficiency of the wireless sensor nodes; performance tests conducted in this
study on several prototype network implementations show that each additional hidden
neuron, on the average, adds about 75% computation time (taking one neuron on one
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hiddeen layer as a benchmarrk). Finally, the need foor precision is balancedd with the nneed for
compputational effficiency, reesulting in 2 hidden layers with 3 hhidden neuroons for eachh neural
netwoork instancee embeddedd into the wiireless sensoor nodes. Thhe resultingg network toopology
and thhe neuron structure aree shown in F
Figure 4.

((a) Topology oof the artificiaal neural netwoork.

(b) Structuure of an artifi
ficial neuron.

e
virttual sensor ouutputs.
Figgure 4. Neural network embbedded into thee wireless senssor nodes for estimating
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4. Laboratory experiments

Two laboratory experiments are devised to validate the performance of the wireless SHM
system and to test its fault detection and isolation capabilities. The SHM system is mounted
on a three-story test structure as shown in Figure 5. The test structure is an aluminum shear
frame structure of 1.52 m height. The lateral stiffness of each floor originates from four
aluminum columns with cross sections of approximately 1.3 cm × 0.6 cm. Each floor,
connected to the columns through bolted joints, has a dimension of 46.5 cm × 26.7 cm and
weighs about 7.3 kg. The wireless sensor nodes of the SHM system are installed in the
center of every floor. In addition to the wireless sensor nodes, the base station, connected to
the local computer, is placed next to the test structure. In the first laboratory experiment, the
performance of the SHM system under normal operation, i.e. in the absence of sensor
faults, is validated. In the second experiment, faults are injected into the wireless sensor
nodes to test the capabilities of the wireless SHM system with respect to autonomous FDI.
The (unfaulty) sensor data recorded in the first laboratory experiment is used in the second
laboratory experiment to train the neural networks of the wireless sensor nodes.
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Figure 5. Wirelless SHM systtem mounted on
o the three-sttory test structture.

L
y experiment 1: Reall-time wireeless monitoring undeer normal sensor
4.1 Laboratory
operaation

In thee first laboraatory experiiment, the teest structuree is excited at the upperr floor (flooor A) by
a onee-directionaal horizontaal deflectionn along thee longitude of the struucture, forcing the
structture to vibrrate freely aat its characcteristic freqquencies. Thhe accelerattion data aloong the
longiitude of the structure is recorded byy the wireleess sensor noodes (y-direection in Figgure 5).
Each node loccally calcullates the frequency
f
response ffunction frrom the reecorded
accelleration timee histories using
u
an em
mbedded FF
FT algorithm
m [46] that is implemeented to
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convert the measured accelerations from the time domain into the frequency domain.
Thereupon, the primary modes of the test structure are derived through peak picking.

For the laboratory experiment, the embedded FFT algorithm is performed on 256
consecutive time points. The sensor data collected by the sensor nodes is sampled at 50 Hz,
well above the primary modes of response of the test structure, as analytically calculated in
previous studies from a numerical model of the test structure [65, 66]. Figure 6 shows the
acceleration response recorded by the wireless sensor nodes. The frequencies of the
calculated primary modes of response are determined by in this experiment as 2.1 Hz,
5.7 Hz and 8.4 Hz, showing very good agreement with the theoretical response analytically
determined from the numerical model (2.1 Hz, 5.7 Hz, 8.2 Hz). As an example, the
frequency response function derived from the acceleration response of the second floor
(floor B) through sensor node B is depicted in Figure 7. The test procedure conducted in
this experiment is repeated 10 times to obtain sufficient quantities of sensor data for the
second laboratory experiment.
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Fiigure 6. Horizzontal acceleraation response of the test struucture recordeed by the wireless SHM system.

Figuure 7. Frequenccy response fuunction deriveed from the stru
ructural acceleeration responsse at the seconnd floor
(sensor node B).
B

4.2 L
Laboratory experimen
nt 2: Autonoomous deteection and iisolation off sensors fau
ults
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The second laboratory experiment includes two steps. In the first step, the sensor data
recorded in the first laboratory experiment is used in an offline training procedure as
training data for the wireless sensor nodes. In the training procedure, the wireless sensor
nodes of the SHM system learn from the previously recorded data sets, representing nonfaulty sensor operation, to identify signatures of non-faulty sensors or, in other words, to
distinguish between non-faulty and faulty sensors. In the second step, faults are injected
into the wireless sensor nodes to validate their fault detection and isolation capabilities.

Offline training procedure

Within the offline training procedure, the previously obtained acceleration data is used (i)
to train, (ii) to validate, and (iii) to test the neural network of each wireless sensor node. For
every sensor node, a total of 2,560 data points originating from the 10 test procedures is
randomly subdivided into three disjoint subsets, 80% of which serving as training data
(training set), 10% are used for cross validation (validation set), and 10% are used for
testing the neural networks (test set). First, the training set is applied to adjust the
connection weights of each neural network using the backpropagation algorithm introduced
in Eq. (3). Each network is trained several times with random initial weights to avoid local
minima problems when determining the optimum connection weights. After every training
cycle (or epoch), the validation set, being independent from the training set, is used to
validate the network performance. The validation set is used to monitor the network error
during training and to stop training when the error – the mean squared error defined in Eq.
(4) – is less than 0.002. To avoid overfitting, it is also monitored if the network error
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increases duringg the traininng procedurre. Taking sensor nodee B as an example,
e
Figure 8
show
ws the mean squared errror betweenn the desired sensor ouutput and thhe estimatedd sensor
outpuut of the acccelerometer plotted against the num
mber of epocchs.

Figurre 8. Training curve of the nneural networkk by the exam
mple of sensor nnode B.

Oncee the connection weighhts are fixeed, the test set is used to evaluatee the fully trained
neuraal network of
o each sennsor node annd to confirrm the predictive poweer when estiimating
sensoor outputs. For this puurpose, the data pointss of the tesst set are fe
fed into the neural
netwoorks, and thhe estimatedd sensor ouutputs are coompared wiith the desired sensor outputs
(Figuure 9 and Figure
F
10). By the exaample of sensor node B
B, Figure 9 illustrates a time
historry of horizoontal acceleeration meassured durinng excitationn of the testt structure aand the
correesponding acceleration estimated bby the neurral network.. The goodnness of fit of
o each
traineed neural neetwork to thhe measuredd acceleratioon data is deetermined byy the coefficcient of
deterrmination R2. As can be seen from
m Figure 100, the neurall network of
o sensor noode B is
able to predict the acceleeration meaasurements with R2 = 0.959, whhich is aboove the
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2
minim
mum coefficient of dettermination Rmin
 0.955 defined ass a threshold to be mett before

applyying a fully trained netw
work for reaal-time faultt detection aand isolationn.

Figuure 9. Acceleraation measuredd by sensor noode B (solid linne) and estimaated by the neuural network ((dashed
line).

Figurre 10. Predictioon performancce of the neuraal network: Coorrelation of m
measured and estimated
e
acceeleration
(sensor node B).
B
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Fault detection and isolation

Two common sensor failures, a drift (soft failure) and a large bias (hard failure), are
simulated. The corresponding faults are injected into the code of the embedded software
module of sensor node B, which is implemented for collecting and analyzing acceleration
data (“SHM module”). While sensor node B is affected by the simulated fault, sensor node
A and sensor node C are capable of running in normal operation.

Figure 11 depicts the time histories of the residuals between the actual measurements and
the virtual sensor outputs that are estimated using the acceleration measurements of sensor
node A and sensor node C, thus being fully independently from the actual measurements of
sensor node B. As can be seen from Figure 11, the drift is inserted at t = 5 s. The timevarying drift is simulated by adding a ramp with a slope of 0.03 g/s to the regular
accelerometer reading. The fault is detected by sensor node B at about t = 11 s as soon as
the pre-defined threshold of ±0.2 g is exceeded. At t = 18 s, the residuals are permanently
out of the tolerable range for more than t = 5 s, a time span chosen based on data
processing constraints, and trigger the automated fault correction. From this moment on,
the virtual sensor outputs of sensor node B are used in lieu of the actual measurements
recorded by the faulty accelerometer. Otherwise, the faulty sensor of sensor node B would
continue feeding incorrect measurements into the SHM system, and it would affect the fault
detection and isolation of the other wireless sensor nodes.
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Figuure 11. Residuuals associatedd with a sensor drift.

Figure 12, arre similar too those of thhe drift.
The rresults of thhe simulatedd large bias, shown in F
The bbias is injected at t = 5 s with a connstant offsett of 0.5 g. Itt can be seenn that the reesiduals
remain near zero prior too the fault and jump to non-zeero values immediatelly after
t wirelesss sensor
occurrrence of the bias, wherreupon the ffault is deteected and coorrected by the
node.

Figgure 12. Residduals associateed with a largee bias.
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4.3 Discussion of the results

In the laboratory experiments, different fault types have been injected into a wireless sensor
node of the SHM system. While large biases, in general, can be detected relatively easy, it
is known that drifts are among those failure types, which are, because of the temporal
component in the failure signature, most difficult to detect [67]. Nevertheless, the results
from the laboratory experiments demonstrate that the FDI modules of the wireless sensor
nodes are capable to autonomously detect and isolate these faults. This is due to the virtual
sensor outputs used for residual generation, which are calculated independently from the
actual measurements of an affected sensor node. Although, for the sake of clarity in this
paper, the sensor drift exemplarily injected in the experiment has a relatively large slope
value (0.03 g/s), it is clear that the embedded FDI modules detect more subtle drifts of
smaller slope values with the same accuracy and with a small probability of false alarms;
the fault detection of smaller drifts, as elucidated in this paper, just takes a longer time
because the time span between occurrence of the fault and fault detection depends on the
fault magnitude and on the thresholds defined for the residuals.

As demonstrated in the second laboratory experiment, sensor faults can be detected and
isolated without the need for first-principle models and without a priori knowledge about
the internal structures of the SHM system. In total, the dynamic, non-linear behavior of the
SHM system has been captured very precisely by the (partial) system models implemented
into the wireless sensor nodes. The coefficient of determination between measured and
estimated acceleration data has been R2 = 0.959, and the mean squared error, as calculated
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during network validation, has been less than 0.002. Furthermore, each wireless sensor
node hosts only a few neurons – it has been found that two hidden layers with three hidden
neurons each are adequately in this study – and communicates only with its local neighbors,
achieving a reduced model complexity along with an increased resource efficiency of the
SHM system. Nevertheless, although much attention has been paid to determine an
optimum architecture of the embedded neural networks, both the precision and the
computational efficiency could be refined by further investigations of network architectures
and by additional optimizations of distinct network parameters. Also, collecting further
quantities of sensor data from the test structure, to be used for training, validation and
testing of the embedded neural networks, would help further improving the FDI
performance of the wireless SHM system.

With respect to the monitoring capabilities of the wireless SHM system, on the other hand,
the practicability of the system has been demonstrated in the first laboratory experiment. In
particular, real-time data acquisition and autonomous analyses of sensor data have been
proven reliable when comparing the experimental results with the results obtained from the
numerical model of the test structure. However, it has been unveiled in the laboratory
experiments that there is still room for improvements in the network-wide synchronization.
As in every wireless SHM system, the network-wide synchronization of the time references
of the wireless sensor nodes in association with a reliable data transmission are essential to
guarantee a correct real-time behavior of the system – an issue being even more important
when measurements recorded by a sensor node are used by other sensor nodes for
estimating virtual sensor outputs. Currently, the wireless sensor nodes are synchronized
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upon launching the SHM system with a time resolution of 1 ms based on the Squawk
virtual machines running on the sensor nodes. Although further investigations are needed, it
might be assumed that the present time resolution could probably limit the real-time
performance and might affect both the monitoring capabilities and the FDI performance of
the SHM system if operating permanently over long periods of time. Based on the insights
gained from the laboratory experiments, it is therefore proposed to improve the
synchronization in further prototype implementations by directly accessing the
timer/counter of the nodes’ processors. With a time resolution of the processors smaller
than 1 s, very accurate timestamping of each recorded measurement can be obtained.

5. Summary and conclusions

Sensor faults in wireless structural health monitoring system systems may reduce the
monitoring quality and might cause considerable economic loss due to inaccurate or
missing sensor data required for structural assessment and life-cycle management of the
monitored structure. Nevertheless, fault detection and isolation in wireless SHM system has
received little attention. In this paper, a decentralized analytical redundancy approach
towards autonomous sensor fault detection and isolation for wireless SHM systems has
been presented. Instead of physically installing multiple redundant sensors in the monitored
structure (“physical redundancy”), which would involve substantial penalties in cost and
maintainability, the information inherent in the SHM system is used for fault detection and
isolation. Furthermore, as opposed to traditional centralized FDI approaches that require
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extensive global communication between the sensor nodes as well as large amounts of
sensor data to be transmitted, the analytical redundancy approach presented in this study
has been implemented in a fully decentralized fashion.

As demonstrated in this paper, multi-layer backpropagation feedforward neural networks
have been embedded into the wireless sensor nodes of the SHM system for autonomous
fault detection and isolation. Although the application of neural networks in traditional FDI
is not new, there have been no studies available that investigate the embedment of artificial
neural networks into wireless sensor nodes achieving a fully autonomous real-time FDI for
wireless SHM systems. The results obtained in this study clearly demonstrate that the
analytical redundancy approach based on neural networks enables autonomous real-time
FDI in wireless SHM systems in a decentralized manner.

Representing another distinct advantage compared to traditional FDI approaches, fault
detection and isolation has been conducted without the need for first-principle models of
the SHM system and without a priori knowledge about the internal system structures.
Nevertheless, opportunities exist for further improvements. For example, additional
investigations of neural network architectures may be devised and additional fault
injections may be conducted to further increase the FDI accuracy. Also, as delineated in the
previous section, future work may be conducted on the network-wide synchronization,
which can further advance the precision of the residual generation within the wireless SHM
system and, hence, the reliability of fault detection and isolation.
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